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Microsoft Windows 7: Essential (Shelly Cashman)Course Technology PTR, 2010


	The Shelly Cashman Series® offers the fi nest textbooks in computer education. We are proud of the fact

	that our Microsoft Windows 3.1, Microsoft Windows 95, Microsoft Windows 98, Microsoft Windows

	2000, Microsoft Windows XP, and Microsoft Windows Vista books have been so well received by students

	and instructors. With each new...
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Physiological Ecology of Forest Production, Volume 4: Principles, Processes and Models (Terrestrial Ecology)Academic Press, 2010

	Process-based models open the way to useful predictions of the future growth rate of forests and provide a means of assessing the probable effects of variations in climate and management on forest productivity. As such they have the potential to overcome the limitations of conventional forest growth and yield models, which are based on...
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Powerpoint 2010: Basic + Certblaster (ILT)Crisp Learning, 2010

	This ILT Series course, rated 5.0/5.0 in overall quality by ProCert Labs, covers the basic functions and features of PowerPoint 2010. After an introduction to PowerPoint's window components and Help system, students will learn to create, save, and rearrange presentations. Then they will format text, use drawing objects, work with...
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Sun Certified Enterprise Architect for Java EE Study Guide (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010

	Definitive, Comprehensive SCEA Exam Prep–Straight from Sun’s Exam Developers!


	 


	This book delivers complete, focused review for Sun’s...
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BlackBerry for Work: Productivity for ProfessionalsApress, 2010

	The BlackBerry is cool, and the BlackBerry is fun, but the BlackBerry also means serious business. For those of you who bought your BlackBerry to help get your life organized and free yourself from the ball-and-chain of desktop computing, BlackBerry at Work: Productivity for Professionals is the book to show you how. There are plenty...
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Microsoft Office Professional 2010 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2010

	
		Teach yourself exactly what you need to know about using Office Professional 2010-one step at a time! With STEP BY STEP, you build and practice new skills hands-on, at your own pace. Covering Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, Outlook, Excel, Access, Publisher, and OneNote, this book will help you learn the core features and capabilities...
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Mac OS X System AdministrationMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Build and manage a powerful network on Mac OS X Server


	Boost productivity and foster collaboration using the powerful networking tools available in Mac OS X Snow Leopard Server. With clear, detailed explanations and step-by-step instructions, Mac OS X System Administration shows you how to plan, construct, and manage a...
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The Cloud at Your ServiceManning Publications, 2010

	
		Cloud Computing is here to stay. As an economically viable way for businesses of all sizes to distribute computing, this technology shows tremendous promise. But the intense hype surrounding the Cloud is making it next to impossible for responsible IT managers and business decision-makers to get a clear understanding of what the...
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Programming Microsoft LINQ in Microsoft .NET Framework 4Microsoft Press, 2010

	We saw Language Integrated Query (LINQ) for the first time in September 2005, when the LINQ Project was announced during the Professional Developers Conference (PDC 2005). We immediately realized the importance and the implications of LINQ for the long term. At the same time, we felt it would be a huge error to look to LINQ only for its...
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Fatal System Error: The Hunt for the New Crime Lords Who are Bringing Down the InternetPublicAffairs, 2010

	
		WHEN I FIRST MET BARRETT LYON in 2004, I was covering Internet security for the Los Angeles Times from an office in San Francisco. His story was so good—and met a journalistic need so deep—that I had a hard time believing it was true.

	
		For more than a year, I had been grappling with an onslaught of urgent but...
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Microsoft Access 2010 VBA Macro ProgrammingMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Database macro programming has changed enormously over the last 15 years,
	having gone from Access Basic macros to VBA. Another major change occurred
	with Office 95, when macros went to VBA modules in a separate environment
	accessed via the Visual Basic Editor. It used to be fairly basic: code was entered into a special
	design window....
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The Video Collection Revealed: Adobe Premiere Pro, After Effects, Soundbooth and Encore CS5Delmar Cengage Learning, 2010


	Welcome to Th e Video Collection—Revealed. Th is book off ers

	creative projects, concise instructions, and complete coverage

	of basic to advanced video skills, helping you to create polished,

	professional-looking video. Use this book both in the classroom

	and as your own reference guide.





	Th e text is...
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